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Fluorescence excitation spectra of the S1 – S0 origin band of 9-cyanoanthracene have been observed
under a uniform electric field up to 200 kV/cm to explore pendular-state spectrum of an
asymmetric-top molecule close to the strong field limit. The observed spectra exhibit distinct
evolution of the band contour as a function of the applied electric field, which are much different
from each other for different excitation configurations. An approximate method suitable for
spectrum simulations of large asymmetric-top molecules in a pendular condition is developed for
the analysis of the experimental results. The comparison of the observed and simulated spectra
shows that the spectra are well ascribed in terms of the pendular-state selection rules, which have
recently been derived from theoretical consideration of the pendular-limit representation of energy
levels and spectra @R. Kanya and Y. Ohshima, Phys. Rev. A 70, 013403 ~2004!#. © 2004 American
Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1806420#
I. INTRODUCTION
When a polar molecule is in a dc electric field, the mol-
ecule tends to orient its dipole to the electric field. If the
dipole-field interaction overcomes the rotational energy, the
molecule cannot rotate freely but librates around the field
axis, and the orientation of the molecule is confined in the
laboratory frame. In 1990, Loesch and Remscheid1 realized
such a laboratory-frame orientation by applying a strong dc
electric field with the combination of a rotational cooling by
a supersonic expansion and utilized the technique to investi-
gate a steric effect in reactive collisions. Independently, in
1991, Friedrich and Herschbach2 started spectroscopic stud-
ies of polar molecules in a strong electric field. They named
the state confined in the dipole-field interaction potential
‘‘pendular state.’’ Thereafter, pendular states have been fre-
quently explored in various studies for spectroscopies,3 steric
effects of reactions,4 controls of molecular orientation5–12
and tunneling motions,13 photodissociation dynamics of
molecules14 and complexes,15–17 measurements of electric-
dipole moments,18–21 determinations of transition-dipole
orientations,22–24 and superfluid helium droplet spectro-
scopies.25–29
Among the previous studies mentioned earlier, the ex-
perimental application to an asymmetric-top molecule and
the corresponding theoretical consideration were reported by
Moore et al., who observed infrared spectra of the near pro-
late acetylene-HF complex.3 Kong and co-workers exten-
sively applied pendular-state spectroscopy to aromatic
molecules.8,10,11,23,24 A theoretical study on the orientation of
asymmetric tops was also reported.7 These studies have
shown that energy levels and spectra of pendular-state
asymmetric-top molecules are much more complicated than
those of linear or symmetric-top molecules. Numerical cal-
culations have been carried out by the direct diagonalization
of a Hamiltonian matrix constructed with the free-rotation
basis set, and energy levels, wave functions, and spectra have
been accurately derived as long as the size of the basis set is
sufficient.3,7,8,10,11 One of the drawbacks of the diagonaliza-
tion method is that gross features of energy levels and spec-
tral pattern cannot be interpreted until detailed inspection of
the numerical outputs, because the resultant wave functions
are represented by highly mixed linear combinations of the
free-rotation bases.
Quite recently, we examined pendular-limit representa-
tion of energy levels and spectra of asymmetric-top as well
as symmetric-top molecules by an appropriate coordinate
transformation and a power-series expansion.30 It has been
shown that motions of asymmetric tops in a high field are
well described as two-dimensional anisotropic harmonic os-
cillations, and pendular-state quantum numbers have been
introduced to label the energy levels. Energies are analyti-
cally represented with the quantum numbers, and selection
rules are derived with the consideration of symmetry groups
appropriate to molecules in an external field. Transition
strengths are evaluated also analytically for all the excitation
configurations with each of the transition types. These results
should provide a clear-cut description of the spectra of asym-
metric tops in a high-field condition, yet to be evaluated by
the comparison with experimental observations.
The evaluation of the pendular-limit representation de-
mands that the electric field is as high as possible. The seri-
ous problem to realize this is that an electric discharge may
take place at the electrodes to apply the high voltages.
Among the previous studies, to our best knowledge, only two
groups have succeeded in applying electric fields exceeding
100 kV/cm. Bemish et al. measured optothermal infrared
spectra of HF dimer in a uniform electric field at 0–150
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kV/cm and observed a quenching of the tunneling motion
that is characteristic to the HF dimer.13 Hese and co-workers
reported several measurements of high-resolution Stark spec-
troscopy by using an apparatus that realizes a uniform elec-
tric field up to 300 kV/cm.31–34 We have recently constructed
an apparatus that is capable of applying a uniform field up to
200 kV/cm, with a pair of electrodes specially designed to
prevent the electric discharge, and utilized it to the determi-
nation of the dipole-moment change in the electronic excita-
tion of Coumarin 153.21 The present paper represents full
descriptions of the experimental setup.
Here, we report fluorescence excitation spectra of
9-cyanoanthracene ~9CNA!, see Fig. 1, measured in a uni-
form electric field with various field strength up to 200 kV/
cm. 9CNA has been chosen because of several suitable prop-
erties for exploring the pendular-state spectrum of an
asymmetric-top molecule close to the strong field limit. First,
its molecular parameters to characterize the pendular-state
spectrum are precisely known by our previous studies.35,36
Rotational constants in the S0 and S1 states have been deter-
mined by rotational coherence spectroscopy,35 and Fourier-
transform microwave spectroscopy has been applied to de-
termine the electric-dipole moment in S0 as well as to refine
the S0 rotational constants.36 Second, pendular-limit condi-
tion can be realized even at relatively weaker field strength
owing to the small rotational constants and large dipole mo-
ment of 9CNA. Third, by virtue of its symmetry, the perma-
nent dipole moment points along one of the principal axes
~i.e., b axis!, which makes spectral analyses simpler and ef-
fects of asymmetry in the pendular-state spectrum most
pronounced.30 Fourth, the fluorescence quantum yield of the
S1 – S0 origin band is almost unity,37 and thus 9CNA is suit-
able for fluorescence excitation measurements. In addition,
effects of nonradiative dynamics need not to be considered in
analyses of obtained spectra.
The present paper is organized as follows. First, we de-
pict the newly constructed apparatus that enables measure-
ments of laser-induced fluorescence ~LIF! in a strong electric
field in Sec. II. In Sec. III, a detailed description is given on
an approximate method, which is applicable for the calcula-
tion of energy levels and spectra of large asymmetric-top
molecules in a pendular condition. Because the method is in
accordance with the theoretical considerations by the
pendular-limit formalism developed in Ref. 30, the required
computation is particularly reduced from the direct diagonal-
ization method and the utilities of the state assignments and
selection rules are fully implemented. For spectrum simula-
tions, the distribution of the ground-state population should
be evaluated. In this paper, a population transfer model is
presented to estimate the evolution of the thermally distrib-
uted population in the field-free condition to the pendular
states under a uniform electric field. Section IV describes the
results and discussion on the fluorescence excitation spectra
of 9CNA recorded in the pendular condition. The observed
spectra are analyzed by the comparison with the spectral
simulations based on the method presented in Sec. III, and
characteristics of the spectra recorded in the different excita-
tion configurations are discussed to show the versatility in
transition assignments by pendular-state selection rules.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup for measurements of fluores-
cence excitation spectra in a strong dc electric field is sche-
matically shown in Fig. 2. The apparatus consists of differ-
entially pumped two vacuum chambers, divided by a conical
skimmer. The first chamber is evacuated by an 8-in. diffusion
pump, which is backed by a mechanical booster pump and a
rotary pump. The second chamber is pumped by a molecular
turbo pump (500 l/s) backed by a rotary pump.
Purchased 9CNA was used without further purifications.
9CNA was contained in a sample reservoir, which was di-
rectly attached to the nozzle. In order to gain a sufficient
vapor pressure of the sample, both the reservoir and the
nozzle were heated to around 150 °C by a sheath heater sur-
rounding them. The sample vapor was entrained in a helium
carrier gas and expanded into the first chamber through a
pulsed solenoid valve ~General Valve! with an 800-mm-
diameter orifice. A sufficiently cooled sample was generated
by the supersonic expansion with a 3.0-atm stagnation pres-
sure. The supersonic free jet was collimated by the 1.0-mm-
diameter orifice of the skimmer set at 30 mm downstream
from the nozzle. The resultant molecular beam was intro-
duced into the second chamber. The pressure was maintained
at 1.031023 Pa in the first chamber during the experiments.
In the second chamber, two parallel electrodes are
mounted at 200 mm downstream from the top of the skim-
mer. The shape of these electrodes is so-called of Rogowski
type. Figure 3~a! illustrates the electric field around the
Rogowski-type electrodes, in which the thin lines represent
contours of the electric-field strength. In Fig. 3~b!, the field
FIG. 1. Structure of 9-cyanoanthracene ~9CNA!.
FIG. 2. Experimental setup.
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around flat electrodes with the similar size is presented for
the sake of comparison: points with extraordinary strong
fields exist at the edges of the electrodes and electric dis-
charges tend to occur at these points. Rogowski-type elec-
trodes are designed to make an electric field change as
smooth as possible even at the edges of the electrodes, as
shown in Fig. 3~a!. In our case, the diameter of the electrodes
is 13.0 mm, whose edge is rounded with a radius of 1.5 mm,
and the distance between them is 3.0 mm. The electrodes are
made of an electrolytic polished stainless steel and held by a
mount made of machinable ceramics. Cables are connected
to the electrodes at the outside of the mount. Positive and
negative high voltages up to 30 kV can be applied to each of
the electrodes. Then, electric-field strengths up to 200 kV/cm
are available while electric discharges seldom take place.
Since their flatness and absolute spacing were estimated to
be better than 0.1 mm, errors of the field accuracy and uni-
formity were within 63%. For the purpose of further colli-
mation of the molecular beam, an aperture of 3.0-mm diam-
eter was placed on the mount at 25 mm upstream from the
center of the electrodes. The pressure of the second chamber
was kept at 4.031024 Pa. A pair of high-voltage power sup-
plies of opposite polarities ~Matsusada HSL-30P and -30N!
were assembled, whose maximum voltages were 630 kV.
Thus, the maximum electric-field strength was limited solely
by the power supplies.
The source of excitation laser light is a XeCl excimer-
laser ~Lambda Physik LPX100! pumped dye laser ~Lambda
Physik LPD3000!. An UV light of 375–385 nm was gener-
ated using a BBQ dye ~Lambda Physik!. The frequency reso-
lution of the dye laser was 0.2 cm-1. A Glan-laser polarizer
was used to improve the polarization ratio of the linearly
polarized laser light. The polarization plane of the light was
rotated by a variable wave plate ~used as a half-wave plate in
this case! in order to make it parallel or perpendicular to the
dc electric field. The resultant light was collimated by a 1.0-
mm-diameter aperture and concentrated on the center be-
tween the two electrodes by a spherical lens with f
5500 mm. The excitation laser went across the molecular
beam at right angles to both the beam and the electric field.
Another aperture ~1.0-mm diameter! was mounted 25 mm in
front of the center of the electrodes in order to prevent the
light from hitting the electrodes accidentally.
Sample molecules were irradiated at the center of the
two electrodes, and the resultant fluorescence was collected
by a lens ~40-mm diameter, f 550 mm) mounted at 50 mm
downstream of the molecular beam. The collected photons
were filtered by a sharp-cut long-pass filter ~Schott GG420!,
and only fluorescence .420 nm was imaged onto a photo-
multiplier tube by another lens. The detected signal was
preamplified, sent to a boxcar integrator ~SRS SR250!, and
stored in a personal computer. The laser power was also
measured by a photodiode. In order to suppress the scatter
from the surface of the electrodes, the excitation laser was
considerably attenuated. Thus, saturation effects in the exci-
tation spectra were negligible.
III. APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR SPECTRUM
SIMULATION OF ASYMMETRIC-TOP MOLECULES
A. Calculation of energy levels and transition
strengths
A matrix diagonalization method is frequently adopted
in simulations of pendular-state spectra. In this procedure,
the Hamiltonian matrix is constructed with the field-free ba-
sis set for the wave functions of a symmetric top, and diago-
nalization of the matrix provides the energy levels and wave
functions of the pendular states. This method is useful as
long as only lower vx ,y states are considered, where vx and
vy are quantum numbers for pendular vibration introduced in
Ref. 30. In a case where the ground-state population is
spread over higher vx ,y states, it becomes difficult to simu-
late spectra with this procedure. In the case of asymmetric
tops, the Hamiltonian matrix cannot be represented as block
FIG. 3. Electric fields around ~a! the Rogowski-type electrodes and ~b! flat electrodes with a similar size. Thin lines represent contours of the electric-field
strength. Both types of the electrodes are cylindrical, and their cross sections are shown.
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diagonal in k , a projection of a rotational angular momentum
j onto the molecular principal axis. Then, the dimension of
the Hamiltonian matrix becomes the order of ( jmax)2, where
jmax is the maximum j of the basis set. On the other hand, the
corresponding dimension about a linear rotor or a symmetric
top is in the order of ( jmax)1. As a result, the matrix diago-
nalization and the calculation of oscillator strength are ex-
tremely time consuming in comparison with the calculations
for a linear rotor or a symmetric top. Especially, spectrum
simulations of large asymmetric-top molecules with this pro-
cedure are impractical, because the basis set with large jmax
must be required to cover widely spread population distribu-
tion owing to the small rotational constants even in a super-
sonic expansion.
We introduce here an approximate method for simulating
the pendular-state spectra of the asymmetric-top molecules.
For simplicity, the permanent dipole-moment vector, m, is
assumed to be parallel to one of the pricipal axes of inertia
~denoted as z axis!, as is the case of 9CNA. The full Hamil-
tonian of such a polar asymmetric-top molecule in a uniform
electric field is expressed as




5 jˆ21~sz21 ! jˆ z21
s
2 ~ jˆ1
2 1 jˆ22 !2
2
l2
cos u , ~1!
where jˆ6 are ladder operators of angular momentum in the
molecular-fixed frame and u is the angle between the exter-
nal field vector and the z axis. An energy is represented by a
reduced unit of an average of rotational constants, and the









where Bg is the rotational constant around the g (5x ,y ,z)
axis and e is the external electric field. The parameter l
represents the degree of the pendular condition and ap-
proaches zero in the strong field limit. General cases where m
points to none of the pricipal axes have been discussed in
Ref. 30. Then, the full Hamiltonian is divided into two parts,
Hˆ sym and Hˆ Dk ,
Hˆ sym5 jˆ21~sz21 ! jˆ z22
2
l2




2 1 jˆ22 !. ~6!
Since Hˆ sym is identical to the full Hamiltonian of a polar
symmetric-top molecule in a uniform electric field, k be-
haves as a good quantum number as long as Hˆ sym is only
considered. Hˆ Dk manifests deviations from symmetric tops
and acts as the k-mixing term.
Firstly, matrices of Hˆ sym on the free-rotation basis set,
u j ,k ,m& , are constructed analytically using integral formula
of rotation matrices. Diagonalizations of the matrices yield
energies and wave functions of Hˆ sym . Note that the dimen-
sion of the matrix is at most jmax11. The resultant wave
functions can be relabeled in terms of the pendular quantum
numbers for symmetric tops, v , l , and m , whose values are




where n50,1,2, . . . is a numbering of eigenstates in increas-
ing order of energy in a (umu,ulu)6 matrix of Hˆ sym .
(umu,ulu)6 is a label for an irreducible representation defined
in Ref. 30. Thus, a pendular wave function, uv ,l ,m&, is rep-
resented by a linear combination of u j ,k ,m&. Among the
eigenstates of Hˆ sym , wave functions of v50,1,2, . . . ,vmax
are selected as a pendular basis set, where vmax is the maxi-
mum v in the basis set.
Next, matrices of Hˆ sym1Hˆ Dk are constructed by the ba-
sis set of uv ,l ,m& . In this step, we consider only couplings
between states with the same v . Although Hˆ Dk also mixes
states with different v , the mixings between the same v
states are far greater than those between the different v . Due
to this approximation, dimensions of the matrices are at most
vmax11. After diagonalization of the matrices, energies and
wave functions are obtained. Because the vibrational quan-
tum numbers of two-dimensional anisotropic and isotropic
harmonic oscillators satisfy the relation of vx1vy5v , the
obtained wave functions can be relabeled in terms of vx , vy ,
and m as follows: If sx.sy , (vx ,vy)5(i ,v2i), and if sx
,sy , (vx ,vy)5(v2i ,i), where i50,1, . . . ,v is a number-
ing of eigenstates in increasing order of energy.
In order to calculate transition oscillator strengths, a ma-
trix of ^v8,l8,m8umFguv9,l9,m9& is firstly evaluated, where
mFg is the component of the transition dipole operator for
space-fixed F (5X ,Y ,Z) and molecule-fixed g (5x ,y ,z).
Transition oscillator strengths between the uvx ,vy ,m& wave
functions can be evaluated with these matrix elements and
the transformation matrix between uv ,l ,m& and uvx ,vy ,m&.
This method is an approximation, and some discrepan-
cies arise in energy levels and spectra because of the neglect
of the different v coupling by Hˆ Dk . However, the accuracy
of this method is sufficient for analyses of spectra of large
molecules, of which fine rotational structure can only be
partly resolved in an ordinary experimental condition. The
method has the following several advantages. The direct di-
agonalization method using the free-rotation basis set, which
has been frequently adopted in the previous works, requires
diagonalizations of matrices with dimensions of the ( jmax)2
order. The matrix diagonalizations in the present method are
separated into two steps, the generation of the pendular basis
set uv ,l ,m& and the final wave functions uvx ,vy ,m& . The
dimensions of the former matrices are at most jmax11, and
those of the latter are at most vmax11. Therefore, required
computational efforts can be substan-
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tially reduced from the direct diagonalization method, where
the matrices with dimensions of the ( jmax)2 order have to be
dealed with. Furthermore, the most valuable feature of this
method is the ability of labeling states in terms of vx and vy .
This allows us to utilize the theoretical results of the
pendular-limit formalism presented in Ref. 30. For example,
we can omit transitions with large Dvx ,y in calculations of
transition strengths because these transitions have been
proven to be extremely weak in the pendular limit. Using this
labeling ability, simulated spectra can be easily assigned in
terms of vx , vy , and m .
B. Population transfer
Distribution of the ground-state population has to be
known for a spectrum simulation. Because the ground-state
population depends not only on the molecular properties but
also on experimental methods and conditions, it is difficult to
develop a general method to estimate it. In most experi-
ments, including the present study, a molecular sample is
prepared with a supersonic expansion in a field-free region
and goes into a uniform-field region between two parallel
electrodes. In the field-free region, the ground-state distribu-
tion is regarded as a Boltzmann distribution at a certain ro-
tational temperature. In the uniform-field region, however,
the state distribution is not so simple. As the molecule ap-
proaches the electrodes, rotational energy levels change dras-
tically and a lot of level crossings take place. In the
asymmetric-top case, the absence of rotational symmetry
around a molecular principal axis produces a large number of
avoided crossings. Considering the effect of hyperfine inter-
actions, the avoided crossings occur even in the linear-rotor
and symmetric-top cases. Therefore, a precise estimation of
the state distribution requires examinations of nonadiabatic
transitions at each avoided crossing until the molecules reach
the uniform-field region. This examination demands extraor-
dinary efforts, in particular, for the case of large molecules.
Since energy levels of large molecules are congested, a vast
number of level crossings take place in the approach to the
electrodes. Furthermore, the ground-state population spreads
up to high j states even in a jet-cooled condition. Thus, the
number of states is too large to inspect each level crossing
precisely. Therefore, some population model should be intro-
duced in order to calculate ground-state distributions. This
problem has been discussed in relation to manipulations of
molecular orientations by the brute force technique. Loison
et al.38 studied the orientation process of ICl, including the
effects of hyperfine interactions, and estimated the character
~adiabatic or nonadiabatic! of the population transfer at sev-
eral types of avoided crossings. Some groups also examined
the avoided crossings for the case of asymmetric-top mol-
ecules and calculated the molecular orientation using several
types of population transfer models.7,11 In this section, we
describe a population transfer model that is similar to the
models adopted in the previous studies and suitable for spec-
tral simulation with the approximate method developed in
this paper.
For considerations of the population model, it is impor-
tant to examine the nature of the crossings. The state cross-
ings are roughly classified into the following two categories:
m-type crossing, which is an avoided crossing between dif-
ferent m states and v-type crossing, which is an avoided
crossing between states with different vx ,y and the same m .
m is a good quantum number in the uniform-field region,
where the space-fixed Z axis is set along the electric-field
vector. However, before the molecule arrives at the uniform-
field region, the cylindrical symmetry around the Z axis is
broken. Thus, m may not be a good quantum number in the
region where level crossings take place, and m-type crossing
will originate from the symmetry breaking. If the molecule
passes through the m-type crossing adiabatically, the state
character about m switches to each other. In order to distin-
guish whether the level crossings take place adiabatically or






where V12 is the half of the energy difference between two
adiabatic levels at a point of the avoided crossing, u is the
velocity of molecules, and DF is a difference of the slopes
between the two diabatic levels. In the m-type crossing, the
maximum value of V12 is approximated as an interaction
between the electric-quadrapole moment of molecules and
the gradient of electric fields. Then, V12 is at most in the
order of 1026 cm21. Applying the typical values of u
;105 cm/s and DF;10121021 cm22, h is calculated to be
,1025, and the behavior is fully diabatic. Therefore, m is a
good quantum number even in the region when symmetry
around the Z axis is broken, and the symmetries of the
groups discussed in Ref. 30 approximately holds throughout
the passage. On the other hand, v-type crossing is difficult to
evaluate. On the symmetry considerations, energy levels of
the same irreducible representation should avoid each other.
However, the strength of mixing varies largely from one
crossing to another, so that V12 is hard to estimate. In this
study, v-type crossing is assumed to be fully adiabatic. While
this assumption may give some uncertainty, serious errors
would not arise on the grounds that Kong and Bulthuis11
calculated ground-state distributions in adiabatic and nona-
diabatic population models and concluded that the two dis-
tributions are not so different from one another. Therefore,
the adiabatic population transfer model, in which m-type
crossing is fully diabatic and v-type crossing is fully adia-
batic, is used for calculating the ground-state distribution.
Actual calculations are carried out as follows: energy levels
in the field-free condition are first calculated for each sym-
metry in order to estimate the population factor of the Bolt-
zmann distribution. Second, energy levels of the same sym-
metry as the field-free computation are calculated in a
pendular condition. Then, the population in the nth pendular
level is determined as the population of the nth level under
the field-free condition of the same symmetry, where energy
levels in each condition are arranged in an ascending order.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The S1 – S0 transition dipole in 9CNA is parallel to the b
axis, similar to the permanent dipole. The molecular axes are
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chosen as (x ,y ,z)5(c ,a ,b), and, thus, the electronic transi-
tion is categorized as the mz type.30 By using the molecular
parameters derived from the previous studies,35,36 l in S0 is
calculated to be ’0.054 under the 200-kV/cm field. There-
fore, the pendular condition is sufficiently satisfied.
The fluorescence excitation spectra of the S1 – S0 origin
band of 9CNA were measured under various electric fields
~from 0 to 200-kV/cm field strengths by 20-kV/cm step! in
two configurations where the polarizations of the laser light
were parallel and perpendicular to the static electric field,
namely, the mZ and mX configurations, respectively. The
spectra are depicted in Fig. 4. The band shape changed dras-
tically as the field strength increased. The spectra taken with
the mZ configuration are shown in Fig. 4~a!. As the field
strength became larger, the origin band was split into two
parts, redshifted and blueshifted bands. The redshifted band
was stronger than the blueshifted one, and this tendency be-
came substantial with the field increase. Both of the bands
were broadened as the external field was increased. Their
peak shifts were approximately proportional to the field
strength with the similar absolute value for the increments.
Figure 4~b! shows the spectra measured in the mX configu-
ration. As the applied field increased, the spectrum mani-
fested band broadening. In each spectrum, the band consisted
of two elements, a strong band at the higher energy and a
weak band at the lower energy. These bands did not show
prominent shift.
The observed spectra are analyzed using the approxi-
mate method for spectral simulations, which have been de-
scribed in Sec. III. In the simulations, values for m in S0 and
the rotational constants in S0 and S1 are taken from Refs. 35
and 36. The adiabatic population transfer model presented in
Sec. III B is adopted for the calculation of the ground-state
distribution. From the rotational contour analysis at the
0-kV/cm field, the rotational temperature in the field-free re-
gion is determined to be 10 K. We have attempted several
calculations with various values for m in S1 , and the spectra
simulated with m55.7 D best reproduce the experimental
spectra. The results are shown in Fig. 5, where the basis size
is ( jmax ,vmax)5(200,40). The gross features of the calculated
spectra, such as shapes, positions, and intensity ratio of mZ to
mX , agree reasonably with the observed spectra except for
the blueshifted peak in the mZ configuration. Considering the
63% accuracy of the field and the laser resolution of
0.2 cm21, the value of m in S1 is bracketed to be 5.7
60.1 D.
Since the state assignment in terms of the pendular-state
quantum numbers, (vx ,vy ,m), is available in the present
simulations, the spectra of 9CNA can be examined in more
details by sorting out the transitions according to the Dvx ,y
values. Firstly, the spectrum of the mZ configuration is dis-
cussed. Since this transition is categorized as the mZz con-
figuration, major contributions to a spectrum are (vx8
5vx9 ,vy85vy9 ,m85m9) transitions, where double and single
primes denote the ground and the excited states, respectively.




FIG. 4. Fluorescence excitation spectra of the S1 – S0 origin band of 9CNA
under field strengths up to 200 kV/cm with 20 kV/cm increments. Spectral
shifts are relative to the field-free origin at 382.13 nm. The polarization of
the excitation laser is set ~a! parallel and ~b! perpendicular to the external
field.
FIG. 5. LIF spectra under the dc electric field of 200 kV/cm. ~a! Experi-
mental and ~b! simulated spectra in the mZ configuration, and ~c! experimen-
tal and ~d! simulated spectra in the mX configuration. The parameters used in
the calculations are described in the text.
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where nx5A2Ame and ny5A2Cme . As schematically de-
picted in Fig. 6, the redshift of the strong peak corresponds
to the zero-point shift, which is expressed as 2Dme with
Dm5m(S1)2m(S0). At the static field of 200 kV/cm, the
observed shift is ’3.6 cm21, which corresponds to Dm
51.1 D. This is roughly consistent with the result from the
simulation, Dm51.360.1 D. By using this value, l in S1 is
calculated to be ’0.047. The fundamental frequencies of the
pendular vibrations in the excited state are estimated as nx8
’1.1 cm21 and ny8’0.63 cm21. These values are slightly
larger than the corresponding values in the ground state, nx9
’1.0 cm21 and ny9’0.55 cm21. The difference of the fun-
damental frequencies between the ground and excited states
makes the transitions with different vx ,y9 split apart @see Eq.
~10!#. Since our laser resolution is far insufficient to resolve
each of the transitions and the spectrum is composed of vast
numbers of individual transitions with spread ground-state
distributions, the band contour is determined as a convolu-
tion of many transitions of different types. In Fig. 7, the
spectrum is decomposed into the contributions from the tran-
sitions with different pendular-state selection rules. It is ap-
parent that most of the stronger redshifted peak originates in
the transitions with Dvx50 and Dvy50, which possess the
largest oscillator strength in the case that the dipoles of the
ground and the excited states are similar to one another. The
small shoulder at the low-frequency side of the peak is due to
the transitions with Dvx ,y522, induced by the difference
between the dipoles and the higher-order terms in the power-
series expansion of the dipole operator with l. It is interest-
ing that the transitions with Dvx ,y512 are much weaker
than those with Dvx ,y522, even though the absolute
changes in vx ,y are the same. Note that transitions with odd
Dvx ,y are forbidden by symmetry for the mz type transition.30
Thus, the description with the pendular-state selection rules
presented in Ref. 30 holds well for the spectrum of the large
asymmetric-top molecule, 9CNA. The gross feature of the
spectra in the mX configuration can be explained as well by
the spectral simulations in which the spectrum is decom-
posed into the contributions from the different pendular-
states selection rules, as shown in Fig. 8. The main part of
the larger peak is due to transitions with Dvx ,y511, while
the weaker one in the lower-frequency side originates in the
transitions with Dvx ,y521. These transitions possess the
largest oscillator strength in the configuration. The main peak
exhibits a tail in the high-frequency side and this part corre-
sponds to transitions with D(vx1vy)513, which originate
in the difference between the dipoles and the higher-order
terms in l.
The simulated spectrum cannot reproduce the weaker
peak exhibiting a blueshift in the mZ configuration. This peak
is probably due to transitions with quite high vx ,y9 values, as
schematically explained in Fig. 6. States with high vx ,y9 will
have sizable probability around u5180° because the dipole-
field interaction potential has a barrier at u5180° and wave
functions of highly excited states have a larger distribution
around the potential wall. Thus, molecules distributed in
such states show the preference for the dipoles anti-parallel
to the field. Such a spatial orientation of molecules, denoted
as ~c! in Fig. 6, is favorable to the absorption of light in the
mZ configuration because the transition moment is ~anti!par-
allel to the permanent dipole in 9CNA. Thus, the transitions
from high vx ,y9 states possess large oscillator strengths, simi-
lar to those from states near the bottom of the potential,
denoted as ~a! in Fig. 6. Transitions in this configuration
FIG. 6. Schematic diagram for pendular-state spectra of 9CNA. Cartoons
denoted as ~a!, ~b!, and ~c! represent the averaged molecular orientations in
states with low, medium, and high values of vx ,y , respectively. Solid and
broken arrows indicate strongly allowed transitions for the mZ and mX con-
figurations, respectively. Because the interaction potential in S1 is deeper
than that in S0 , transitions from the states of ~a! are redshifted from the
field-free position, whereas those from ~c! are blueshifted. Transitions from
~b! do not shift so much.
FIG. 7. Simulated spectra in the mZ configuration at 200 kV/cm. ~a! Spec-
trum including all the transitions ~thick line! and contributions from each of
the transitions with different Dvx and Dvy depicted in the lower panels
~b!–~d! ~thin lines!. ~b! Transitions with Dvx50 and Dvy50. ~c! Transi-
tions with Dvx512 and Dvy50 ~solid line! and those with Dvx50 and
Dvy512 ~broken line!. ~d! Transitions with Dvx522 and Dvy50 ~solid
line! and those with Dvx50 and Dvy522 ~broken line!. It is noted that the
vertical scales of ~c! and ~d! are expanded by a factor of ten relative to those
of ~a! and ~b!.
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obey the pendular-state selection rules that Dvx ,y should be
small even numbers. The fundamental frequencies for the
pendular vibrations are larger in the excited states than in the
ground states. Thus, the transitions from high vx ,y9 states ap-
pear with a large blueshift from the main peak. In the mX
configuration, on the other hand, molecules with their di-
poles perpendicular to the external field preferentially absorb
the light. Thus, the spectrum is composed of transitions from
the states with medium vx ,y9 values, of which the probability
amplitude has a large value around ’90° @~b! in Fig. 6#.
Failure in the reproduction of the blueshifted peak in the mZ
configuration probably originates from the deficiencies in the
method for spectral simulations as below. First, the size of
the basis set may be insufficient for properly describing the
highly excited states. Another possibility is a discrepancy in
the ground-state distribution from the population transfer
model adopted herein. The present model assumes that the
population of the levels is adiabatically transfered at all
v-type avoided crossings. If some nonadiabaticities exist,
populations of lower-energy states in the field-free region are
partly transferred to the higher-energy states in the uniform-
field region. As a result, the calculated populations at highly
vibrating states should be underestimated relative to the real
distribution affected by nonadiabatic population transfers.
V. CONCLUSION
The present study has realized the pendular condition for
an asymmetric-top molecule much closer to the strong field
limit than ever has been reported.3,8,10 The achievement was
owing to the application of uniform electric fields up to 200
kV/cm without serious electric discharges by utilizing two
parallel Rogowski-type electrodes in the fluorescence excita-
tion measurements, as well as, the large permanent dipole
moment and small rotational constants of 9-cyanoanthracene
studied herein. The observed pendular-state spectrum perti-
nent to the S1 – S0 origin band was so distinct from that in the
field-free condition, and the spectral shift for the major peak
reached to ’3.6 cm21 at the maximum field strength for the
excitation configuration where the laser polarization direc-
tion was set parallel to the external field. An approximate
method to simulate pendular-state spectra of large
asymmetric-top molecules has been developed and employed
to show that the observed spectra are well ascribed on the
basis of the pendular-limit representation on energy levels
and spectra, which has been recently derived by the present
authors.30 In particular, each part of the pendular spectra has
been classified into transitions with different selection rules
and degrees of vibrational excitations. Thus, the present re-
sults indicate the possibility of precise control in orienta-
tional distribution of molecules by selecting the probed re-
gion in a pendular spectrum. For example, molecular
orientation in an electronically excited state can be improved
substantially by the laser excitation of molecules only in low
pendular-vibration states.
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